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Background Erasmus +
STV is Scotland’s national

television channel. It
provides the nation with

good quality entertainment
programmes and daily
news which is aired live

several times a day. STV’s
broadcast channel reaches

3.5 million viewers each
month. STV is linked with
ITV which provides similar
programmes to the citizens
of England every day. Some
of these include soaps like

‘Emmerdale’ and
‘Coronation Street’. It is

also known for airing ‘The X
Factor’ and ‘Britain’s Got
Talent’. STV also delivers

city TV for Scotland’s
largest cities.

Erasmus+ is an European
Union programme for

education, training, youth
and sport. We are a group of
students from four different
countries: Sweden, Holland,
Germany and Scotland. We
visit each country for a week

in the duration off two
years. The main goal during
this week is to interact with

different nationalities and to
learn more about the
different cultures and

international work
opportunities.



History Our Visit Careers
We visited the STV studios in

Glasgow on the 23thr of January
2017. Katie Martin showed us the
different parts of the company .

Such as the room where a
programme can be edited for the
last time before it is shown to the

people at home and the studio
where the news, the weather and

Scotland Tonight are recorded. Then
we got to see the behind scenes of

how they make the news. Afterwards
Katie answered any remaining

questions. All in all we can say it was
very interesting and we enjoyed our

visit. 

Even though STV is mostly
known for showing local news

and entertainment
programmes, there are a lot

more jobs that you would not
expect to be in such a

company. For example many
people forget about the

financial and legal side of the
business. It is not always

necessary to have a degree for
all jobs at STV. For jobs like

reporters and presenters it is
important to have a degree

although this doesn't have to
be in journalism. For other
jobs like web developers a
degree isn't as important,
these fields change so fast

that hands on experience is
far more important.

Scottish Television was founded
by  Roy Thomson in 1957. Like

many franchises within the ITV
network, STV struggled in the late

1960s and early 1970s with the
recession. And in 1970, the

company made a loss of £39,000.
But in 1978, company profits had

risen by 21.8% allowing for an
increase in local programming.

Throughout the next twenty
years, the company gained

greater access to the national
network. In January 2007, the

station launched separate news
services for the East and West of
the STV Central region. STV were

awarded local TV licences in
January 2013 to operate two
digital television channels in

Glasgow and Edinburgh
respectively, for up to 12 years.


